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A Pair of Program-Compatible Personal
Prog ram mable Calcu lators
One is a small, portable printing calculator and the other
is a hand-held version without a printer. Both yersions
feature a "smart" magnetic card reader, and each can
run the other's programs.

by Peter D. Dickinson and William E. Egbert

tT, WO POWERFUL NEW fully programmable per-
I sonal calculators in the tradition of the HP-65

(the first fully programmable pocket-sized scientific
calculator)1 are the pocket-sized HP-67, Fig, 1, and
the HP-g7, Fig.2, a briefcase-portable calculator that
has a built-in thermal printer, a buffered keyboard,
and a large easy-to-read display. Both new calculators
can read and record programs on magnetic cards
using their built- in f irmware-controlled magnetic
card reader/recorders.

A novel feature of these two new calculators is that
they have exactly the same programmable instruction
set. Even the instructions that are used to control the
thermal printer on the HP-57 can be programmed on
the HP-62 and are interpreted as meaningful display
commands when executed by the HP-67. Programs
stored on magnetic cards are written in a code that can
be properly interpreted by either an HP-67 or an
HP-97. Programs written on either machine can be
run on the other with appropriate key codes dis-
p layed (see Fig.  3) .

Design Philosophy
The basic design goal of the HP-67 and HP-97 de-

velopment was to provide moderately priced comput-
ing tools capable of easily solving real-world prob-
lems. To achieve this goal, previous HP calculators
were analyzed for possible improvement. The suc-
cessful HP-65 contained many innovative features,
including its magnetic card reader. Other features
that have been well received by users include fully
merged key codes, engineering notation, and a pause
function. A selection of the best features of the HP
calculator l ine can be found in the instruction set of
the HP-67 and HP-97.

Speed and memory capacity were also considered
during the design of the HP-67 and HP-97. Portable
operation was desired, so battery capacity placed a
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major limitation on speed. After several alternatives
were considered, the low-cost, moderate-speed micro-
processor used in the HP-91 and the HP-ZI|ZZ|2S
series2 was chosen; it yields a system speed roughly
equivalent to that of the HP-65.

After examination of hundreds of HP-65 application
programs it was decided that data memory should be
easy to address and efficient to use, since 12.3/q of the
operations in a typical program were found to be data
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program steps and a data memory consisting of 26
data storage registers. Fig. 4 shows the register struc-
ture of  the HP-67 and HP-97.

A final design goal was to provide useful new fea-
tures within the framework of an RPN (reverse Polish
notation) logic system. Some of these features include
a "smart" card reader, data read and write capabil ity,
program merging, a round function, an improved
pause,  and several  types of  ind i rect  addressing.

All HP-67 and HP-97 programmable features are
implemented as microprogrammed firmware for the
bui l t - in  microprocessor .  Since these microprograms
form the basic structure ofthe calculators, a great deal
of  ef for t  went  in to producing ef f ic ient  debugged
code.  To a id in  program development ,  a cross assem-
bler and a sophisticated simulator/debug system were
developed for  use on an HP 2100 minicomputer .

F ina l  f i rmware  was  imp lemen ted  i n  mask -
programmable read-only memories. It was quickly
recognized that a significant cost reduction for the
HP-67 compared to the HP-65 would require im-
proved packaging of the logic circuits. The multichip
hybrid and multi layer printed circuit board that made
the HP-65 possib le was an expensive solut ion,  so a
new chip was developed that  combined 1024 1O-bi t
words of  ROM wi th 16 56-bi t  regis ters on a s ingle
chip.  This chip was designed to be packaged in an
B-pin p last ic  package,  a l lowing a l l  the HP-67 Iogic  to
be assembled in discrete packages on a conventional
two-s ided pr inted c i rcu i t  board.  F ig.  5 shows a com-
par ison of  the HP-65 and HP-67 loeic  boards.

Fig .  2 .  HP g7 is  a  fu l l y -p ro-
grammable print ing calculatar
tha t  f i t s  in  a  s tandard  a t tache
case. l t  weighs only 1.13 kg in-
r l t  t r i i nn  h , r t ' ta r \ t  n2 .L

v u l t v ,  
/  P v v , \ '

Fig, 1. HP-67 is the fully programmable successor to the
HP-65. Besides havtng more computing power than its
predecessor, it ts program-compatrble with the HP-97 shown
in Fig. 2.

store and recall operations. It was also felt that a
balance should be provided between program mem-
ory and data memory. The HP-67 and HP-92 have a
program memory consist ing of  zz+ fu l ly  merged



HP-67 Program Memory HP-97 Program Memory

Step Instruction Keycode Step Instruction Keycode

oo7 E[LBL]E! s1 2s 1

oo2 El@ 32 s,

oos EE ss 7i

oo4 8 7t

oos lilml ss 22

oo7 EEE 21 11

oo2 @ 5r

003 Etr 16-2t

oo4 E -sl

oos ff, 21

Fig.3. HP-67 and HP-97 programs are exactly the same, but
some operations are prefixed in the HP-67 and not in the
HP-97. Programs recorded on magnetic cards are automati-
cally loaded correctly for the calculator being used.

Improved production techniques were also studied
as a means of improving manufacturing efficiency
and reducing cost. One of the most significant new
tools developed for the HP-67 and HP-97 is an au-
tomatic on-board IC tester designed to speed up pro-
duction testing and service. The programming capa-
bility of the HP-67 and HP-97 made it possible to write
self-testing diagnostic programs to aid in the produc-
tion process.

New Features
Program memory in an HP-67 or HP-97 is com-

posed of Zz+ 8-bit steps. Programs are stored in the 32
56-bit registers contained on two of the new data/
ROM chips. To increase programming efficiency all
programmable operations are stored as single 8-bit
instructions. Since eight bits only allow 256 different
operations, a new form of display formatting and
segmented data storage were used to achieve a fully
merged instruction set. The HP-67 and HP-97 use 250
of the 256 possible instructions.

Among the new features of the instruction set is a
round function, which rounds the internal represen-
tation of a number to correspond with the number
shown in the display. This allows rounding to a
specified number of digits after the decimal point, or
rounding to a number of significant digits, depending
on the type of display format chosen. The round fea-
ture is particularly useful in financial programs to
assure that dollars and cents are properly rounded
during chain calculations.

An improved pause function allows the keyboard
to become active during a pause. Data can be entered,
functions executed and magnetic cards can be read
during a pause, after which the program will automat-
icallv resume execution.

Automatic Memory Stack Addressable Storage Registers

usrx l-------l

Primary Registers

r [----l

nel-----l
nol-----l
nc I-----l
n"l-----l
no[-----_l prorecred

Secondary Registers

n' [-----l n.. [l]lJ
n' l-----l n"rll'------l
n'[-----_-l R"'l-----l
n. [-----__l nse I]l-- 

---l

nul----- l  R". l - ' ' - - l l
nn l-----l n* l,l--- 

-l

n'l-----l R".l---'--l
nrl---l n"rl=,:----l
n'f----l R.'[ ]l---l
nol------l R'o[--]

T
z
Y
x

Fig.4. The HP-67 and HP-97 have a four-register operational
stack and a register that retains the last number in the X-regis-
ter, which is the display register. There are 26 addressable
data storage registers, including the l-register, that can be
used for indirect control. Protected secondary registers can-
nol be accessed directly with sro and act keys. These regis-
ters are used most often for statistical functions and program-
ming, but they can be accessed from the keyboard using the
P-,4 key.

Program merging permits the user to add to or alter
a program that is already in the calculator. The user
specifies the last step of the current program to be
preserved, presses f MERGE (HP-97), and loads a card
containing the new program. The new program then
replaces the current program starting with the step
after the one specified.

An assortment of indexed and indirectly addressed
operations provide computing power, interest, and
challenge for the sophisticated programmer. Besides
indirect store and recall of data. other indirect fea-
tures include an indirect co ro instruction. a form of
indexed relative addressing, and indirect control of
display formatting. To aid in editing, the HP-67 and
HP-97 can go to any line number while in either run or
program mode.

Other new features include three-level subroutine
nest ing, ten user-def inable funct ions, advanced
statistical functions, and 14 conditional branching
instructions.

The thermal printer of the HP-97 can print pro-
grams, registers, the entire stack, or just the dis-
play register. A program can also be traced using the

D



number in the l-register is 0 through 25, performs
storage register arithmetic upon the contents of the
primary or secondary storage register addressed by
the current number in the I-register.
f  tsz ( i ) ,  when the number in the I-register is 0
through 25, increments (adds 1 to) the contents of
the primary or secondary storage register addressed
by the current number in the I-register. In a running
program, one step is skipped if the contents of the
addressed register are then zero.
t Dsz (i), when the number in the I-register is 0
through 25, decrements (subtracts 1 from) the con-
tents of the primary or secondary storage register
addressed by the current number in the l-register.
In a running program, one step is skipped if the con-
tents of the addressed register are then zero.
cro (i), when the number in the I-register is 0 or a
posit ive 1 through 19, transfers execut ion of a
running program sequentially downward through
program memory to the next label specified by the
current number in the l-register. Labels A-E and a-e
are treated as 10-19 for indirect branching.
cTo (i), when the number in the I-register is a nega-
tive number between -1 and -ggg, transfers execu-
tion of a running program bock in program memory
the number of steps specified by the current nega-
tive number in the I-register. This can be used to
branch rapidly to any step number of program memory.
csB (i), when the number in the I-register is 0 through
19, transfers execution of a running program to the
subroutine specified by the current number in the
I-register. Like a normal subroutine, when a RTN is
encountered, execution transfers forward and con-
tinues with the step following the csB (i) instruction.
cSB (i), when the number in the I-register is a nega-
tive number between -1 and -999, transfers execu-
tion of a running program bock in program memory
the number of steps specified by the current negative
number in the l-register. Operation is then like a nor-
mal subroutine.

If the number in the I-register is outside the speci-
fied limits when the calculator attempts to execute
one of these operations, the display will show error.
When using the (D function, the calculator uses for an
address only the integer portion of the number cur-
rently stored in the I-register. Thus, 25.99998785
stored in the I-register retains its full value there, but
when used as address 61, it is read as 25 by the calculator.

Fig. 6 is an example of a program that uses the in-
direct co To and indirect store and recall of data. This
program, "Follow Me," converts the HP-97 into a
learn-mode four-function calculator with percent key
and automatic constant.

Intelligent Card Reader
Among the important features of the HP-67 and

Fig. 5. A new combined ROM and data-storage chip makes
it possible to put all the HP-67 logic in discrete packages on a
conventional two-sided printed circuit board. Here the HP-67
logic board is compared with the HP-65 logic board.

printer, with operations and intermediate results
printed out step by step to simplify program debug-
ging. The printer itself is the same as that in the HP-91
Calculator (see article, page 9).

l-Register for Indirect Control
Indirect operations are implemented using the

I-register. The number in this register can be altered
us ing  the  opera t ions  StO l ,  f  x= t ,  f  l sz  t ,  and
f DSz I on the HP-97, or the equivalent key sequences
on the HP-67. The last two operations increment or
decrement the number in the I-register by one and
skip an instruction if the number left in the I-regis-
ter is zero.

The value contained in the I-register can also be
used to control other operations. The lil (indirect]
function combined with certain other functions al-
lows the user to control those functions using the
current number in the I-register. (D uses the number
stored in the l-register as an oddress.

The indirect HP-97 operations that can be con-
trolled by the I-register are:
Dsp (i), when the number in the I-register is 0 through
9, changes display formatting so that the number in
the display contains the number of decimal places
specified by the current number in the I-register.
sTo (D, when the number in the l-register is 0 through
25, stores the value that is in the display in the pri
mary or secondary storage register addressed by the
current number in the I-register.
RcL (i), when the number in the I-register is 0 through
25, recalls the contents of the primary or secondary
storage register addressed by the current number in
the I-register.
sro + (i), sro - (i), sro x (i), Sro + 1i;, when the
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Fig.6. A typical HP-97 program illustrating the use of indirect
data storage and recall and the inditect Go ro operation. This
progtam converts the HP-97 into a learn-mode fourJunction
calculator.

HP-97 is the "smart" f i rmware-control led card
reader. In the HP-65 a program was either recorded on
or read from a single side of the card. The HP-67 and
HP-97, however, allow both program and data cards
to have either one ot two sides of meaningful informa-
tion. The smart card reader allows either side of a
two-sided card to be read first and properly stored. If
the other side of a card must be read, the display
shows crd to prompt the user. Data and programs from
cards are automatically recognized and stored in their
proper locations in the calculator. A special merge

function allows two programs on separate cards to be
merged together in program memory to form a single
unit. Either data or program cards can be placed in the
reader while a program is running and read automati-
cally under program control. This allows up to 112
additional program steps or selected data registers to
be read into the calculator and acted upon without
user intervention.

To help reduce programming overhead the status of
the calculator is normally initialized automatically
when a program card is read. Display format,
trigonometric mode, and user flags are set to the state
they were in when the card was recorded.

The HP-67 and HP-97 use the card reader de-
veloped for the HP-65. Although one of the more
interesting challenges was adapting the card reader to
the new desk-top package, the basic mechanical de-
sign and two-track recording scheme that have previ-
ously been described remained unchanged. l '3 In
the HP-65, however, the control of the card reader was
accomplished in an entirely different fashion. The
microprocessor was effectively bypassed during read
and write operations and programs were transferred
directly between the card reader and the program
memory via the interface circuit. The smart card
reader in the HP-67 and HP-97 is made possible by the
new way that the card reader interacts with the mi-
croprocessor under firmware control.

Fig. 7 shows the system organization of the HP-67.
When a card is inserted into the card reader the motor
switch is activated, setting an input flag on the card
reader controller (CRC). The microprocessor, when it
is not otherwise busy, interrogates the CRC via the Ig
line to see if a card is present. The CRC sends a pulse
back to the arithmetic, control, and timing circuit
(ACT) on the rLG line, indicating the presence of the
card. If the pRGM/RUN swich is in the RUN position and
the write data function has not been called for, the
firmware sends an instruction to the CRC indicating
that a read operation is about to take place and then
instructs the CRC to set an output flag that turns on
the motor by enabling the motor drive circuit on the
read/write chip. As the motor drives the card over the
head, flux reversals in the magnetic medium are
sensed by the head, amplified and converted to logic
levels by the read/wri te chip, and passed on to
the CRC.

The CRC loads the bits into a pair of ZA-bit buffers.
When one buffer is filled the CRC switches over to the
other buffer and signals the ACT that data is ready to
be transferred to it via the DATA line. There are 952
bits on each side of the card, and the card cannot stop
and wait for the microprocessor to be ready. There-
fore, once the bits start coming in, the ACT must
receive, process, and store the contents of one 28-bit
buffer in not more than the time it takes to load the
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had to be designed taking worst-case values into ac-
count, so a card recorded on a calculator with a slow
card reader and a fast clock can be read on a calculator
with a fast card reader and a slow clock without any
bits being lost. This meant that the microprogrammer
had to assure that each record could be processed in
something less than 84 instruction times.

Card Format
Fig. 8 is a photograph of a magnetic program card

with the recorded information made visible. The first
28-bit record on the card is the header, which carries
machine status information if the card is a program
card. It must be decoded for one of six card types:
r One-sided program
r First side of two-sided program
r Second s ide of  two-s ided program
r One-sided data fi le
r First side of two-sided data fi le
r Second side of two-sided data fi le.
The decoding of the header determines where the
remainder of the information on the card should be
stored and whether or not the user should be prompt-
ed to turn the card around and read it again by dis-
playing the message Crd.

The next thirty-two 28-bit records are either 112
program steps (3% program steps per record) or 16
data registers (% data register per record). Since the
program and data storage memories are actually iden-
tical groups of so-bit shift registers, records must be
packed, two per register, prior to storing. The pro-
cess of storing each record also includes adding it to a
running sum of all the previously read records to form
a checksum. This computed checksum is compared to
the recorded checksum, which is the last record on
the card, to see whether any errors occurred in the
reading process. If an error did occur the firmware
clears memory and notif ies the user by displaying
Error.

Fig, 7. Sysfem organization of the HP-67. The card reader
is controlled by the microprocessor so its operation is natural
and foolproof.

other 28-bit buffer, so that no bits are lost.
The card passes through the card reader at a nomi-

nal 6 centimeters per second. Since the recorded
density is slightly greater than 160 bits per cm, the
bits must be accepted at approximately a 1-kHz rate.
But the microprocessor is capable of executing only
approximately three microinstructions in the one
mill isecond between bits. With the CRC buffering the
incoming bit stream, however, the microprocessor
need only concern itself with the card reader every 28
mill iseconds, on the average. It therefore has approx-
imately 3 x 28 : 84 instruction times to process each
28-bit record.

The requirement that cards recorded on any HP-67
or HP-97 be readable on any other HP-67 or HP-97
made for additional considerations. First, the card
reader speed can vary +5"h of nominal from one cal-
culator to another. Second, the clock rate controll ing
the microinstruction execution rate can vary -r5% of
nominal from one calculator to another. The firmware

Fig, 8. A typical two-sided program card with the magnettc
information made visible. The header tells the frrmware
what kind of card it ts and carries machine status tnformation.
Following the header are either 1 12 program steps or 16 data
reoisfers. The last record on the card is a checksum,



Writing a card is fundamentally the same process in
reverse. Writing is attempted if a card is inserted into
the card reader with the pRGM/RUN switch in the pncur
position or if a write data command has been issued
either from the keyboard or by the program in the nuH
mode. When the card reaches the head, the head
switch is activated. If the corner of the card has not
been clipped to protect the card, the write protect
switch wil l also be activitated and writ ing wil l com-
mence. The firmware generates and transfers to the
CRC the 28-bit header record for clocking out onto the
card via the read/write chip. Then the appropriate
program or data registers are retrieved, unpacked,
and transmitted to the CRC. Each record, as it is pro-
cessed, is added to the checksum, which is then re-
corded as the last record. If an attempt is made to write
on a fi le-protected card, an error f lag is sent from the
CRC to the ACT, the firmware generates an Error dis-
play, and the card is passed without modification.
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Portable Scientific Galculator Has
Built-ln Printer
It's the first of a new generation of small, portable, printing
calculators that operate on rechargeable batteries or
line current.

by Bernard E. Musch and Robert B. Taggart

T N THE FOUR YEARS SINCE the introduction of
I personal portable computing to the engineering
and sc ient i f ic  communi ty ,  ca lculator  users have
become increasingly more demanding in the capabil-
it ies and features they require. This has led to a
succession of progressively more powerful and less
expensive calculators with improved performance
in both functions (firmware) and hardware. The
HP-91 (Fig. r) is the first of a new series of HP pro-
ducts that follow this general trend. Two others are
described in the article beginning on page 2.

Not only wil l the HP-91 solve the user's engineering
and scientif ic problems, but it wil l solve them more
accurately than many earlier calculators, and it wil l,
i f the user wishes, write problems and answers down
for him. There is nothing conceptually novel about a
printing calculator. Long before electronic calcula-

tors, mechanical adding machines provided output
on paper tape. What is new in the HP-91 is the thermal
pr int ing technology that  prov ides a smal l  quiet
printer with 5.7-cm-wide tape, the desk-top-sized
keyboard for ease of touch entry, and a large, easy-
to-read display all in a 23x2}x6-cm package that
fits easily into a standard attache case and weighs
only 1.13 kg including a self-contained battery pack.

What lt Prints
One of the most important decisions that had to be

made in functionally implementing the HP-91 was
what information to print on the tape and in what for-
mat. Providing meaningful printout on a reverse
Polish calculator did present some interesting chal-
lenges. Since we could easily get2O characters on the
tape, and since the longest possible number is 15

Fig. '1. HP-91 Scientific Printing
Calcu la to r  f  i t s  in  a  s tandard
attache case and weighs only
1.13 kg including battery pack.



Problem:
Compute the length (L) of a belt connecting two pulleys of known di-

ameters (dl and d2) and center-to-center separation (c).

L:  rdz + (dz-drXtan0-4)
de -dr

'y'= cos-r --

HP-91 Solutlon:
Assume dr : 150 mm

dz = 250 mm
c  : 6 5 0 m m

Mode Switch: RAD
Display Mode: rx s
KeySequence: 1so sro 1 2so sro 2 6so sro o BcL 2 RcL r  -  RcL o +2

+cos- '  sro 3 RcL 2 rx RcL 2 RcL 1 -  RCL 3 TAN RCL 3
_ x +

Print Switch: iloRr
TLEAR

Print Switch: A-r
arERi
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User presses PRrrfi x to print
answer.

Fig.2. Sample problem illustrates HP-91 printout modes. ln
ALL mode, the problem can be recreated simply by pressing
every key printed, reading left to right and top to bottom,
and ignoring all answers, which are identified by ---

characters long (ten mantissa digits, two exponent di-
gits, one decimal point, and two signs), there is
enough extra room on a line for a single space and a
four-character function mnemonic. The user mav

command the machine to print an answer by pressing
the pRtm x key. To distinguish a printed answer the
mnemonic field is flagged with * * * to catch the eye. In
addition to PRTNT x there are three functions that
output only and have no effect on the calculator's
memory or display; they merely list the contents of
certain registers with appropriate mnemonics. LIST
srAcK lists the operational stack with stack designa-
tors, X,Y,Z, and T. Ltsr REG lists the contents of the r6
data storage registers with register-number desig-
nators. LtsT :, l ists the contents of the statistics regis-
ters with the designators N, >X,:Y, >X2, >Y2, >XY,
since these are the values in these registers if their
contents have been accumulated by means of the :,+
key. The calculator's response to the PRINT x or the
t-lST functions is the same in all print modes. In MAN
(manual) mode the printer is disabled unless one of
these functions is called for.

A reverse Polish calculator is ideally suited to pro-
vide a recorded history of a problem. The mode that
causes the HP-91 to do this is NoRM (normal). In
normal mode every keystroke, whether digit entry or
function, is faithfully recorded on the tape. The de-
sign objective was to make it possible to recreate a
problem merely by consulting a tape generated in
normal mode, An example is shown in Fig. 2. Digits
are printed as entered, regardless of display format,
except that trail ing zeros are added to fixed-point
numbers, if possible, to fi l l  out the field and line up
the decimal points on the tape. Answers printed by
the PRINT x key or ttST functions are in the user's
chosen display format. Answers can be printed at
any time by pressing PRINT x. When recreating the
problem all the user needs do is press every key (digit

Printing on the HP-97

The HP-97 uses the same orinter mechanism and electronics
as the HP-91 . The tape format for the two machines is also very
similar. Al l  the print ing operations of the HP-91 are found on the
HP-97 as programmable instruct ions wjth the exception of lrsr:
which is easi ly implemented by writ ing a small  program.

Differences between the two machines are, for the most part,
the result of the fact that the HP-97 is programmable while the
HP-91 is not, For example, the rrr mode of print ing on the HP-91
corresponds to the rRAcE mode on the HP-97. When running a
program, rRecE mode records the step number and mnemonic
of each instruct ion as i t  is executed as well  as print ing inter-
mediate answers. Such a l ist ing can be used to trace the execu-
t ion of a program to isolate errors. The HP-97 can also print
program l ist ings with optional print ing of keycodes, Print ing a
program is, of course, not programmable, Effect ive use of the
HP-97 printer can simpli fy the task of writ ing, debugging and
documenting a program and make output results permanent for
later use.

-William E. Egbeft
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entry or functions) printed in the tape reading left to
right and top to bottom and ignoring all answers
(numbers tagged ***) .

In ALL mode the answer for every function is print-
ed on the next line after the function key is pressed
and its mnemonic is printed. One way to think of alr,
mode is that the machine is doing an automatic pRtNT x
after any function that could change the value of the dis-
played X register (other than ENTER t, storage opera-
tions, or clearing operations). In ALL mode, functions
that provide more than one number in an answer
(p+R, R+p, LR, x, s, RCL I+) print both numbers with
appropriate mnemonics to distinguish them.

Hardware Organization
Fig.3 shows the organization of the system hard-

ware. Regular HP Journal readers may recognize this
system as being very similar to the HP-21l2ZlZS calcu-
lator seriesl and in fact this is the case. The main
system processor (ACT), the ROMs, and the data stor-
age circuit are essentially the same as those used in
the hand-held calculators. Only two new integrated
circuits had to be developed for the HP-91 , the 14-dig-
it cathode driver and the printer interface control and
keyboard buffer circuit (PICK).

Fig, 3. HP-91 uses the micro-
processor developed for the
HP-21 series of pocket calculators.
Two new circuits in the HP-91 are
the 14-digit cathode driver and the
printer interface control and key-
board buffer rncxt.

Because the combination of complex scientific
functions and shuttle-head thermal printing oc-
casionally keeps the system processor busy for ex-
tended periods, it was decided to buffer the keyboard
so that keystrokes are recognized regardless of the
state of the system. This is particularly important be-
cause the keyboard mechanism is specially designed
for this series of calculators; it has a positive but light
feel that is ideally suited for rapid key entry.

Since the new PICK circuit was required for printer
control anyway, we decided to include a seven-
keystroke-deep buffer on this device. Every key-
switch has two contacts, one connected to one of the
four key lines that input to the PICK, and the other
connected to one of the 14 digit drive lines from the
cathode driver. Contact is made when the key is
down. The reset cathode driver signal gcl), which
synchronizes the digit scan to the display informa-
tion in the ACT, is also fed to the PICK, so when one of
the key lines is pulled down, an appropriate eight-
bit code generated by a counter is loaded into a first-
in-first-out shift register. The contents of the key buf-
fer are shipped out on the oara line when the pro-
cessor is ready for another key.

Since the main system key register is not used to in-
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storage device and the information to be printed is
transmitted serially along the DATA line.

Two of the printer-related instructions that actuate
the PICK are translated as "Is the printhead in the
home position?" and "Has the carriage-return char-
acter been encountered in this print line?" If either
answer is true the PICK will pull up one of the ex-
ternal flag lines on the ACT. When it is determined
that the printhead is in the proper position for print-
ing, one of five possible print instructions, which we
call pntNr 0, pRINT 1, pRINT z, pRINT s, or pRtNt o, is
issued. A six-bit address is required to select one of 64
characters, but since the ACT processes data in either
BCD or hexadecimal four-bit digits, it was thought ad-
vantageous for the printer to respond to four-bit ad-
dress inputs. This is particularly useful when print-
ing only numerals that have been built up into four-
bit digits for display purposes. The pruNr 0 instruc-
tion causes the PICK to add 00 to each four-bit digit
on the data line to complete the full six-bit address
and print the appropriate character. PRINT r adds 01,
pRINT 2 adds 10, and pRtur e adds 11. The pRust o in-
struction takes the DATA line output and processes it
six bits at a time to print any of the 64 characters.

The data word is only 14 digits (56 bits) long, but
the printer can print up to 20 characters in a line. Ad-
ditional print instructions may be issued after the
head has printed the last character and has encoun-
tered the first carriage return, but before the printer
control electronics has had time to reverse the lead
screw driving the head and begin it on its trip home.
For example, a typical line of print that contains
both a four-character mnemonic on the right edge
and a 1S-character numeral field on the left can be
printed using the flow of logic as shown in Fig. 4.

Thermal Printer
The HP-91 pr inter is a moving head, thermal

printer that prints alphanumeric characters using a
5x7 dot matrix. It prints from right to left (right justi
fied) and advances paper on the return stroke. Lines
may contain from 8 to 20 characters; the short line ca-
pability gives more throrighput for most applications.

The HP-91 printer prints 20-character lines at less
than one line per second and eight-character lines at
1.5 lines per second. As the printhead moves from
right to left it prints only the number of characters
required before returning to the home position. An
advantage of the relatively slow line speed is a re-
duction in the instantaneous power required; this is
important in a battery-powered calculator.

Thermal printing was chosen because the mech-
anism is simpler and lighter than an impact printer.
In fact, an impact printer capable of printing alpha-
numeric characters, and small enough and light
enough to fit inside the HP-91, did not exist. Electro-

Fag,4, Flow chart for printing a typical line containing a four-
character mnemonic on the rioht and a 1S-character numeral
field on the left.

terrogate the keyboard, we connected the ACT key
l ines  to  the  ca lcu la to r ' s  th ree-pos i t ion  mode
switches. Toggling the software-settable output flag
on the ACT makes the ACT's key buffer respond to a
dummy "key down" signal and as a result the con-
tents of the buffer indicate the position of the two
mode switches at any time.

The other function of the PICK circuit is to control
the printer. The printer can print any of 64 5 x 7-dot-
matrix characters. at least one of which must be a
special end-of-line or carriage-return character, The
characters are specified as mask-programmable ROM
on the integrated circuit so that future machines can
use other character sets and the characters may be
shifted about to minimize the printing portion of the
microprogram. For information exchange with the
ACT, the PICK circuit resembles a high-order data
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static and electrosensitive printing do provide sim-
plicity and light weight, but we felt that thermal
paper looked better than metall ized paper.

The choice of a moving head instead of a fixed head
was based on cost. The technologies available within
HP for making printheads are thick-film and thin-
film. A cost comparison showed that, using either
technology, the moving head concept would be less
expensive than the fixed head concept. The addition-
al mechanism to move the head had to be kept simple
for high reliability and low cost. A simple mechanism
design combined with extensive use of injection
molded plastic parts helped meet the cost goal.

The choice between thick-film and thin-film tech-
nology was based on performance. Above 15 char-
acters per second the thermal mass of the thick-film
resistor becomes critical, and the thin-film element
becomes attractive. The HP-91 printer operates at 28
characters per second, which means that the head re-
sistors must heat up to several hundred degrees centi-
grade and cool down below paper threshold tempera-
ture in less than 5.1 mill iseconds.

Each printed dot is the result of a color reaction in
the paper, which is coated with two types of pulver-
ized thermoreaction compounds and a binder. When
heat is applied, a chemical reaction takes place that
changes the color of the paper at the point of heat.

Thin-Film Thermal Printhead
The pr inthead consists  of  a column of  seven

10-ohm thin-film resistors on a ceramic base 0.64 crn
wide by 2.0 cm long. When energized by electrical
pulses the resistors heat to 350'C. As the head travels
across the width of the heat-sensitive paper the
pulsed resistors leave a trail of dots that form the
seven-dot-high-by-five-dot-wide printed characters.

The printhead had to be mass-produced at high vol-
ume. This was another reason for choosing thin-film

r- rr ---l I
h - r p + l

T r = 8 5 p s
T, = 100 4rs

Vnrs = VgV #r p

= (4.4) (.922)
= 4.05V

Tr  =  52ps
T, = 100 ps

v6ms= s.sffi
= 4.05V

f - r '* l  I
F_ rp ___N

Fig, 5, Print intensity control compensales for changes in
battery voltage by varying the duty cycle of a f ixedJrequency
stgnal.

technology over the thick-film approach.
The printhead substrate is 99.5% aluminum oxide

ceramic. There are four layers on the substrate: an
outer protective "wear-layer" of aluminum oxide, an
aluminum conducting film for interconnections, a
tantalum-aluminum resistive film forming the print-
dot, and finally, a glaze that acts as a thermal barrier
between the resistor and the ceramic body of the
printhead. The three thin-film layers-the wear-layer,
the aluminum, and the tantalum-aluminum-are all
deposited by sputtering. Argon ions formed in a low-
pressure glow-discharge are accelerated toward a
cathode composed of the material to be deposited,
e.g. aluminum. This ion-bombardment causes mater-
ial to be ejected or sputtered from the cathode and de-
posited on the substrate. This technique can readily
be controlled to deposit fi lms with reproducible com-
position, resistivity, and thickness. The resistor and
conductor films are patterned by photolithographic
techniques similar to those used to fabricate integrat-
ed circuits.

The glaze underlying the print-dot must be thick
enough to permit the resistor to retain heat and
develop the paper but thin enough to allow rapid
resistor cool-down to avoid elongation or "smear-
ing" of the printed dot. This thickness proved to
be about 60 micrometers. Since each of the seven
print dots undergoes, on the average, two 300"C tem-
perature cycles per character printed, the wear-layer,
resistor film, and glaze must have compatible ther-
mal-expansion coefficients. In addition, the wear-
layer must be chemical and abrasion resistant to pro-
tect the relatively thin (0.3-micrometer) resistor film.
The interconnections. one common and one for each
of the seven resistors, were required to add less than
0.75 ohm; this dictated a 4-micrometer-thick alumi-
num film.

The resistive elements are on, a mesa about 10 pcm
high. Tests have shown that this provides better con-
tact with the paper, creating a better dot image at
lower power and lower head force.

Printer Drive Circuits
One of the challenges in developing the HP-91 was

to find efficient and inexpensive ways to control the
motor speed and print intensity. A motor speed con-
trol circuit is necessary to keep the length of the print-
ed l ine constant even though changes occur in
moving friction and in the motor supply voltage (the
battery). The speed control technique used is a com-
bination of analog and digital.

The motor drive circuit is a seven-transistor circuit
that drives the motor forward, reverses it, or brakes its
rotation. The brake capability stops the reverse
motion quickly when the printhead carriage reaches
home position. This permits narrow margins and
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maximizes the printed l ine length.
The motor speed control circuit samples the gener-

ated voltage of the drive motor by turning the drive
power  o f f  b r i e f l y  and  t rea t i ng  t he  mo to r  as  a
generator. The measured voltage, which is propor-
tional to the speed of the motor, is compared to a con-
stant reference. If the measured voltage is greater than
the reference voltage, the motor is turning too fast and
power to the motor is removed unti l the generated
voltage falls below the reference voltage. If the mea-
sured voltage is less than the reference voltage, the
motor is turning too slowly, so power to the motor is
restored immediately after the sample time. The
sample rate is fast (several hundred samples per sec-
ond) and the motor mechanical response time is
much longer than the sample period, so the motor
smooths out its pulsed input power and turns at a
steady speed. The speed may be changed by changing
the value of the reference voltage.

To maintain a uniform print contrast, the thin-film
head resistors must develop approximately the same
temperature each time they are energized. The same
temperature must be attainable even with changes in
battery voltage. A constant resistor temperature pro-
fi le requires an applied voltage with a constant rms
value. The print intensity control, or power regulator,
generates the required voltage by varying the duty
cycle of a fixed frequency signal in a nonlinear
manner in response to changes in the battery voltage
(see Fig.  5) .

Generation of the signal is by analog computation.
The duty cycle for constant rms value Vpys with
battery voltage Vs can be computed as follows.

t 1 2V RMS

Fig. 6. Simplitied diagram of the circuit that monitors the
battery voltage and varies the duty cycle of the print signat to
stahi l ize i ts Pnprnv content.

This function is generated by a circuit  that monitors
Vs and supplies a time T, in response to it. A simpli-
f ied diagram is shown in Fig. 6. By careful selection
of To, R, C, and Vp6p, the function of Equation 4 is
evaluated to within one percent.

The frequency of this variable duty cycle signal is
about 10 kHz. The signal modulates the applied resis-
tor voltage, as shown in Fig. 7, but because of the
high rate of modulation, the head resistor temperature
profi le does not follow the instantaneous signal but
responds to the rms value or heating value of the
signal.

Since the power control is basically a pulse modu-
lation scheme, it is very efficient and well suited to

Resistor On Resistor Off

Fig, 7. The variaile duty-cycle signal has a frequency of
about 10 kHz. This signal modulates the voltage applied to
the resistors on the thermal printhead. The resistor tempera-
ture responds to the rms or heating value of the composite
signal,
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battery operation. The actual head drivers are seven
NPN high-gain transistors. These receive timing and
modulation information from the PICK (printer inter-
face chipJ. Fig, 8 shows a block diagram of the motor
and head control. The PICK chip supplies the timing
to control the printer functions.

Printer Mechanism
The printer mechanism consists of three major sub-

assemblies: the paper feed assembly, the printhead/
platen asser.nbly, and the printhead drive assembly.

The paper feed assembly uses a cam/clutch arrange-
ment with polyurethane drive rollers for feeding
paper. The paper is pinched against the drive roller
by two spring-loaded pinch rollers that require no
adjustments,

Printing is done "on the fly," To simplify the me-
chanism,.the printhead is always in contact with the
paper. The printhead is mounted in a carrier that is
threaded onto a lead screw and guided by two stain-
less steel rods set in a plastic mainframe. The lead
screw is driven by an ironless d.c. motor through a
gear reduction. Gears are molded out of polycarbon-
ate, with glass and tef lon to hold tolerances to
AGMA-8 quality and for noise reduction. The iron-
less dc motor is used for its size, high efficiency, and
low inertia.

The printhead moves back and forth against a pla-
ten. The platen, mounted in a platen holder assembly,
is fully floating and is spring loaded against the
printhead to assure proper contact.

The extensive use of plastics made this mechanism

Fig. 8. Motor and head control circuits. Timing information
comes from the ercx chip.
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Gesr A$embty

Lsd Screw
Bushlng

Fig. 9. Printer mechanism.

a real challenge for both the mechanical designers
and the injection-molding tool designers. To save as-
sembly time, the entire printer frame is molded in one
piece with some tolerances held to r-25 pcm. The head
carrier must withstand high temperature and wear,
and must be held to tight parallelism tolerances with
a threaded hole for the drive screw. The rubber drive
rollers are made with a double-shot process of injec-
tion-molded urethane over an ABS hub. The platen is
made of an injection-molded, high-temperature, cer-
amic-l ike plastic called PPS. Much development time
was spent on the platen to assure high quality. If the
printer should run out of paper, the printhead wil l
print directly on the platen. Since some parts of the
printhead can reach 350'C and more, this presents a
severe challenge for plastic. By solving the problem
with injection-molded plastic, a low-cost but high-
quality platen was achieved. The platen is designed
to withstand direct continuous printing without
paper for over 72 hours.

The printhead resistors are driven with the battery
voltage of approximately five volts. To reach printing
temperature in three mill iseconds requires about 1.1
watts, which means that over 500 mill iamperes must
flow into each printing resistor. If four or five dots are
printed at the same time, the current level can ap-
proach 2.5 amperes in the common lead of the head
and the flexible cable. This created some difficult
problems in the circuit design and in finding a flex-
ible cable to pass that much current. The flexible
cable conductors must be wide and thick to avoid

To
PICK
Chip

Print lntenslty
Trim
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high resistive losses, but the thicker the copper, the
more difficult it is to make it flex for millions of cycles
without stress fatiguing in the tight bend radius re-
quired by the small package. The cable materials and
adhesives all affect the fatigue life of the copper. After
many iterations and extensive testing, a Kapton-
copper-Kapton sandwich laminated with special
adhesive was selected.

Because the cable connectors are copper and the
printhead interconnects are thin-film aluminum,
conventional solder bonding was not possible. Ultra-
sonic-wire or stitch bonding provided the answer.
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OPERATION HP.35

ro52 9.99999 9964 x 1051
zs5 976s6 2s.o5s
95 59o49.ooo2o
tsS 7s9375.0034
\-2)3 error
In (1 OOOOI) 9.9999OOOOO x tO-6
In  (  99995)  -5 .00012 OOOO x  1O-s
tan 89.999999 58363500.16
tan 90.000001" -58823529.41

sin OOO.OO0OOOI' 1 7x 1O-9
sin 359 9999999 -2.184413879

En 72e 4.OOOOO OOOO x 1O-9
tan (7.20 x 1090f 2.O2g752OgO

The New Accuracy: Making 23 : B *

HP.91

1 OOOOO OOOO x 1052
97656 25.000
59049.00000
759375.0000
-8.00000 0000
9.99995 OOOo x  1o-o
-5 .00012 5oO4 x  1o-5
57295779.51
-57295779.51

1.745329252xrc-g
-t zqsgzgzszxto-9
0.00000 0000
0.00000 0000

by Dennis

One of the engineering efforts that made the HP-35 possible
was the development of the algori thms for the'mathematical
functions. This work was done by David S. Cochran.l  These
algorithms have served the HP hand-held calculator family well ,
but have now been replaced by more accurate ones on the
HP-91. As one of the more obvious examples of the improve-
ment, 23 : 8.000000003 on the HP-35 but 23 : 8000000000 on
the HP-91 . Other examples of the improvement are shown in the
table below:

W. Harms

improvement in accuracy bought by these addit ional ROMs
did not seem worth the exoense.

Two things have happened to make the addit ional ROM worth
the cost. First,  ROM has become cheaper and smaller by a
factor ol four. Second, calculators are now being applied more
widely than original ly anticipated, and users now have a higher
level of sophist icat ion and expect the same from their calcu-
lators. Programmable calculators, especial ly, require greater
accuracy. The user of a nonprogrammable calculator monitors
his calculat ion step by step, so unreasonable intermediate
results caused by algori thm inadequacies are recognized when
they appear. However, when a calculator is programmable, the
user is often aware of only the input and the final answer.

Avoidable and Unavoidable Errors
Displayed errors can be divided into two types, avoidable

and unavoidable. The f irst is caused by inadequacies in the
algori thms. Examples of this type of error are shown in the table
above and are typified by 23 : 8.O0OOOOOO3. This type of error
has been almost completely el iminated from the HP-91 ,

The second type of error is the unavoidable error caused by
using f ini te computers to approximate nonfinite processes. For
instance, the decimal representation of 1/7 is the repeating non-
f inite decimal:

1t7 : 0.142857 142857 142857 ...
which cannot be represented exactly with ten f igures, The
closest aoproximations are:

0.142857 1429 (closest) and
0,142857 1428 (next closest),

The overriding consideration in the HP-35 was saving ROM
(read-only memory). Only three ROMs of microcode were used
to implement al l the functions of the calculator. Better accuracy,
comparable to that of the HP-91 , would have consumed two addi-
tional ROMs and would have increased both the size and cost of
the HP-35. Since the sl ide rule was the standard 01 the day, the
.This discussion is essentially the same as a paper presented by the author at Electro 76
in Boston, lMassachusetts, U.S.A., May 11-14, 1976.
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When we write
1 t 7 : 0 1 4 2 8 5 7 1 4 2 9

we are lying only by a l i t t le bit .  Unfortunately,
1l(0.142857 1429):6.99999 99979 00000 00062 99,,.

which rounds to 6.99999 9998 instead of 7. Therefore, the cal-
culator cannot satisfy the identity

1 t f  t7 \  :  7 .
This is not a mistake. l t  is an unavoidable consequence of
roundrng.

There is no ten-f igure approximation to l i7 whose reciprocal
rounds to 7. To see this, let us look at the next closesl approxr-
mation to 1/7.

1trci42857 1428\ :  7.00000 00028 00000 00112 .. .
which rounds to 7.00000 0003 instead of 7. This is farther from 7
than the reciprocal of the other approximation to 1/7.

Perhaps the best way to avoid the confusing statement
"1 t0 t7 \ :  6 ,99999 9998"

is to write

[1 / (1 /7 )10 ]10  =  6 .99999 9998
where the subscript .10 indicates a rounding to 10 places.

How lmprovements Were Achieved
Accuracy in the HP-91 has been improved principal ly by re-

writ ing the algori thms' subroutine structure. An example of this
is with the yx routine, Al l  HP calculators calculate yx by the
formula

v x : e x n Y

This is evaluated by subroutine cal ls to In, mult iply, and ex-
oonential.  On the HP-35 these subroutines were identical to the
keyboard functions of the same name. The function y'  did the
same thing as the key sequence

x=y,  In ,  x ,  e '
I t  is not surprising then that 23 : 8.000000003, for this answer
has been subject to three intermediate roundings. The improve-
ment was made by rewrit ing the basic subroutines to al low for
carrying intermediate results to extra digits. Enough extra
digits are carrred and careful ly looked after to assure the
desired accuracy. Special subroutines of this type are also
used in the tr igonometric functions, in rectangular-to-polar
conversions, and in polar-to-rectangular conversions

The second method of improving accuracy is to trap cri t ical
arguments and calculate the functions at these arguments in a
special way. These cri t ical arguments include numbers near 1
when calculat ing In or log, numbers near 0 when calculat ing
s i n - 1 ,  c o s  1 ,  o r  t a n - 1 ,  a n o  n u m o e r s  n e a r  z e r o  o r  m u l -
t iples of r12 when calculat ing sin, cos, or tan.

Another improvement was made by prescal ing the tr igono-
metric functions in the user's units. The HP-35 converted de-
grees to radians and then subtracted mult iples ol 2n to convert
the input argumenl to the unit circle. This made tan 72CP :
4 x 10-e. On the HP-91, i f  the calculator is in degrees or
grads, mult iples of 360 or 400 respectively are subtracted unti l
the result is within the unit circle, This makes tan 72C : O and
improves symmetry propert ies of the tr igonometric functions.

Possible lmprovements
There is a point where the new algori thms appear at f i rst

glance to be less accurate. l f  we calculate tan a' in radians, the
answer  i s4 .10  x  10  l0onthe  HP-91 whereas the  HP-55y ie lds
0. This is misleading, for zr on the keyboard should real ly be
labeled 2,6, showing that i t  is ten digits of r.  Thus

n  r o :  3  1 4 1 5 9  2 6 5 4
Toten d ig i ts ,  tanz16 :  4 .12067 6150x 10-10.  Onecan seetha t
the HP-91 gives the better answer to this problem.

The reason that the HP-91 does not oive the correct answer

is that prescal ing is done with a f ini te-length z. To give the
correct answer to this problem, a z of length 20 would have to be
used. l t  can be shown that to produce the correct answer to al l
tr igonometric problems in radian measure, i t  takes a z of length
120. The HP-91 actual ly uses 13 digits of z.

Another place where the accuracy can be improved is in the
stat ist ical functions. l f  the fol lowing data is put into the HP-55
usang the :,+ key, the standard deviat ion is not calculated
exacl ly.

66666661 23
6666666246
6666666369

The standard deviat ion calculated is 0.000000000 instead of
the correct value of 123.0000000. This problem could be solved
by storing dif ferent sums in the stat ist ics registers. However,
the sums that are now stored are useful for vector ari thmetic.

The user can usually avord this problem by leaving olf  the
redundant leading sixes. l f  the data is keyed in as fol lows, the
correct standard deviat ion is calculated,

123
246
369
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F E A T U R E S  A N D  S P E C I F I C A T I O N S
HP-91 Sclentlllc Prlnllng Calculatol

PFIilTER FEATUFES:
PFINT MODE S6r€cts pilnlire modes.

SWITCH You can prinl nolhing, dign 6nri€s and lundiorc, of

RCL ffecals a number to the disolav ton an address.
abto re9ist6r

OISPLAY CONTROL AilO CLEARING OPTIONS:

PRINT PRGM: Pnnb contonls ot prcgGm memofy.
SPACE: Advancss pap€r on6 spac€ wilhod piniiru.

HP.67 and HP-97 Common Prcgrammlng Featurss

Summary
CAPACIry: 224 sl€ps ol prog€m m6mry (al lunctions aro meBed and omupy

onry one slep ot prQfam n6mory)i 26 daia r6gtst6rs: iour ragists auiomtic.
m€mory-slack: Lasl x r€gistef

CARO FEADEF FEATUFES: F€cordload aU daia rogisrrs L@d s.ted€d data
rogisl€rst Fecord/Load €dt€ program m€moryi Msrg€ proghm subs€dons
Angular mde, flag 6€tings, a6d display slatus aro €corded with p.oo.am
r€cordrngatu fos6lwlhprog.amloadin9t us6/rspromptedlorpfq€roFralion
whtr loadingt Cafd r6ad6r op.ratons cao b6 rnilialod manuatty or und€r pro,
gram contor (ex.6pr prwram r6co.din9)

ADDFESSING: Label add€ssing Indnod ddr€ssrng ot tabers and data storagei
Bolative addr€$ingi lO usor-de|nabt€ k6ys or 20 ls€rd€fnabts abels Th.66
€v6rs ot subroutinos (GsB).

CONDITIoNALS:  x=y ,  r l y  x>y  x<y .  x lo .  r=O r<0 .  x>O:  Foo.  f laEs t  Inc ra-
menvdecrcm€nl slorag€ rcg srers and skip on z€ro.

EOlTltG: Singl€ st6p oxscution: Single sl€p and back sre nsp€dton ol a p.oqram I
lns€dD€rstg dling Posilion the catcotator ar any st€p rn proEam homory

OTHER PFOGFAtilIf,G FEATUFES: PAUSE ro revrew ht€rngdirr€ roslhs
k€y in data or l@d magnetic ca.ds.

HP.97 SPECIFICATIONS:
WIDTNT 228.6 mm (9 n)
DEPTH:203.2  mm {8  in )
HEIGHT:  S .5  nm (2 .5  in )
WEIGHT:  1 .13  k9  (2 .5  lb )
FECHABGEF WEIGHT:268 g  (9  5  02)
SHIPPTNG WETGHT:3 .16  kg  (7  tb )
OPEFATING TEMPEFATURE RANGE]  I5 "C tO 4CC I59F IO 1g"FI
CHAFGING TEMPEFATUBE FANGE: 1CC IO 4fC (50"F iO 1@'FI
STOBAOE TEMPERATUBE AANOE: 4eC lo 55"C (-4qF b 131"Fi
PAPEB TEMPEFATUFE RANGEi 1fC to 4f,C (50.F to 113.F)
AC POWEB FEOUTFEMENT: 90-127v o,200-2gv s ro 60 H2
EATTERY PACK BEQUTREMENT: 5.0 Vdc nicket cadmium fecharo€abl€

HP-07 SPECIFICAIIONS:
LENGTH 152.4 mm t6 in)
wrOTH:81 mn (3 .2  in )
HEIGHT:  18  lo  34  mh (0 .7  io  1  4  in )
W E T G H T : 3 4 2 9 ( 1 1  o z )
FECHAFGEF WETGHT 142 g  (s  oz)
SHIPPING wElca l  1 .4  kg  (3  lb )
OPEBATING TEMPEFATUFE FANGE IO"C IO 4EC (50'F IO Iq'F)
CHAFGING TEMPERATUAE FANGE: lfC b 4eC (5CF to jO4!F)
STOMGE TEMPEFATUFE RANOET 4eC to 55.C (-4f F to t3l.F)
AC POWEF FEOUIFEMENT: €6-127V or 172-2ilV. 50 to 60 Hz
BAnEBY POWEF FEOUIFEMENT: 3.75 Vdc nicket edm um rechara6abt€

PRICES lX U,S.A.: HP.67, S450. 8p.97 $750.
MANUFACTUBTNG qVlSlON: CORVALLTS OtVtStON

t@0 N.E. Ctrcie 8ollevafd
Cooallis. Oreoo. 97330 U.S A.

digii €nti€s, tuMions end resons.
Pnnls lhs diqlayed .umber
Prinls and labelslhe conlsnls ot lhe slack €gid€rs.
Prints and labss lhe @nl6nls ol the slmmation

Pnnls and labels lh€ conrenls ol rhs addressable

Ae!fi l iales r. y, x,, y, xy, n

O6l616s unwantod data

Slandard d€v aton-two var ab es

Linear 169r€ssion coeffici6nts

Sets filed decrmal notallon diWlay
Sels soonrilic norarion display
Sels ongin€€ing notaton dispay

cl€ars stack addressablo rsgistsrs and Lasr x

Cl€ar6 addr€ssble regisreB FO-F9

scl
ENG

LIST STACK
LIST:

! IST FEO

CLx
CLEAF

CL BEG

PAPEF ADVANCE Advances lhe paper. At the saoe time cl6rs etrors
and h6[s lisr opor6iions.

ilATAEMAIICAI FUNCTIONS:
ANGULAB MOOE Sd*b d€gr€6s, radians or grads frde.

swrTcH
Sin, Cos, Tai Tnqonoh6tc lundions

l. €r Natu€l lq and antilq
log, l0r Common lq a.d antilq
y, Expon€nri€t tundion
jR, -P Bodangoladpdar c@.dinale convofsion
H.MS+, H.MS- Tims (angle) addilion and subfiadton in hous min-

utes ahd soconds and hours.
-H,MS, H M5- Iim€ (anglo) conv€rson be$e€n hou6, ninur€s

and soconds and hours
th,!i, n.x, Conv€nigni marh londiohs

CL: Cloafs summatm €gislsfs R O-F 5
PHYSICAL SPECIFICATIOTS:

CALCULATOF WIoTH:228.6  mm (9  In )
CALCUIATOR DEPTH:2s.2 mm (8 i.)
CALCULATOB HEIGHTT S 5 mm 12.5 inl
CALCULATOB WEIGHT: 1 13 kg (2.5 lb)
FECHABGEB wElGHTr 2S s (9.5 oz)
SHIPPING WEIGHT:3 .16  k9  (7  lb )
OPEFATING TEMPERATURE BANGE O"C lo 50'C l32F io 12fFJ
CHABGtNG TEMPEFATUBE FANOE: 1trC to 4CC (S.F to 1@.F)
STOFAGE TEMPEFATURE FANGE: 4OC lo 55'C t-40"F to 131'F)
PAPEF TEMPERATURE FANGE (operating and storage): 1trC to 45"C

POWEF FEOUIREMENTS:
ACr 1 15 0r 230 V. :1oo/o, 50 ro 60 Hz
BAnEBY: 5.0 Vdc nickel cadftun fecharg6abb &nery pack

PRICE lN U.S.A.; HP-91. 925.
MANUFACTUFINGOVISION: COFVALLTS OtVtStON

1@O N.E. Cncb Boulova.d
Coryall s, Oregon 9130 U.S A.

F E A T U R E S  A N D  S P E C I F I C A T I O N S
HP.67 and HP.97 Calculators

Keyboard Festurse_ Summary
ANGUUF FUNCIONS:  S in .  Cos .  Tan.  S in -  I .  Cos ' .  Tan ' :  Hours-Mnu les '

Soconds Addilion Ho!rs-Minut€s.Seconds Conversion lo Decima Hoursi
069f a€/Fadian Convsrsion; PolatF€clangular Conver$oni Oegre6s. Fadians
GEds Angular Mod€s,

LOGAFITHilIC FUNCTTO{S: Lq 1ox, Ln, €r
SIAISICS: Summations n :r,:r?, !y :y,,:ry: De€tion ol Unwant& Oata

Moan: Standard D€vlation.
C O i l V E N I E N I M A T H F U N C n O N S :  .  .  . , y r ' 2 , r . \ i \  " . . ' . C h . r
NUTBEB ALTEnATION FUNCTIONS: ldq€r Truncationi Fraciion Tr!.€ton:

Absoluro Vaiuei Found ng.
OISPIAY: Fr€d d€cimal, sci€nritic, onginooing norarion. Oisplays up to 10

srgnillcanl digils plus 2-digl €xpon6nt and appropnale slgns

HP.97 Prlntlng Featursg
PFINTtgDESWITCB:Se loc lspdn l inghd6s.Yo!anp i ln ron lywh6nyo!wanr

lor diEil 6nld€s and lundions aulomalcally: or digil snldes, llndrons, rntsr
medial€, and iinal answors aubmatcally.

PFINT X: P.lnts lh6 disDaved nufrb€r.
PRIilT STACK: Pdils and lab€ls lh€ coni€nls ol lb slack f€gislefs.
PnINT 8EG: Pdnls and lab6ls lh€ conl6nls ol th6 pdmry dala slo.ago f6gisl6rs.

STATISTICAI FUNCTIOTS:
: +:
t

L .F

9

DATA MANIPULATION. OPENATIONS AIO STORAGE FUNCTIONS FON
r6 aEcrsTEFs:

EN-EFl S€ps,atss nrmqnca, srrr€s
rry Exchanges conienis ol x and y slack.6gisiers
Bi Folls down coni€nts ol stack .69isrers
R1 Folls up conl€nls oa dack fogidsrs
CHS Chang66 ih€ sign ol a nunb€r
EEX Enters exponenl lor numbers gnter€d n sciennUc nolalion
LAST x Bealls la$ 6ntry atur an op€alon

r Gold shii key s€lets lunctions piln1€d n gord on
k€vboard

STO Slorcs displayd valu€ into add.€ssbl€ r€gislgr
Arso used wilh anhnglic fundions in sroraoo f60ls-
ld anlhm€lc.
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High-Power Solid-State 5.9- 12.4-GHz
Sweepers
Two new RF plug-ins for the 8620C Sweep Oscillator
produce more than 50 mW of output power, thanks
to a new gallium arsenide field-effect transistor.

by Louis J. Kuhlman, Jr.

f N MICROWAVE MEASUREMENTS, high-power
I sweep oscil lators are often needed to increase
dynamic range, improve accuracy, saturate ampli-
f iers, or overcome system losses.
r Measurement dynamic range is l imited by either

detector saturation or sweeper output power. In
measurements involving high insertion loss, dyna-
mic range can benefit directly from increased out-
put power.

r Measurement accuracy can be improved by using
attenuators to reduce mismatch etrors and resistive
power separation devices to reduce frequency
response errors. No loss in dynamic range results
if the sweeper can compensate for the resistive
loss with additional power.

r When measuring the distortion and power han-
dling capabil ity of an amplif ier, sufficient power is
required to compress gain to the desired level.
Also, mixer conversion loss measurements are a
function of local oscil lator drive, so extra sweeper
output power allows a wider range of devices to
be measured.

High-power swept measurements have normally
been made using bulky and expensive backward-
wave-oscillator (BWO) sweepers or traveling-wave-
tube (TWT) amplifiers. The BWO or TWT tubes in
these units require periodic replacement. Also, the
user has to buy another system in addition to his
modern solid-state sweeper.

Two new high-power plug- ins for the 8620C
sweep oscillator solve this problem by using a recent-
ly designed 100-mW GaAs FET amplifier covering
the entire 5.9-12.4-GHz range. The 86242C RF Plug-In
has a frequency range of s.g-g.o GHz and the 86250C
has a frequency range of a.o-tz.+ GHz, The compact
862Oc186242C and 8620C/86250C (Fig. 1) are the
highest-power microwave solid-state sweepers cur-
rently available.

Designed to meet the requirements of all major
sweeper appl icat ions, the new sweepers provide
more than 17 dBm of power, leveled within -r0.5 dB

Fig.2. Typical output power of 86242C and 86250C RF Plug-
lns. lnternal leveling option levels power within +0,5 dB.
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Fig. 1. Compact Model 8620C Sweep Oscillator produces
over 50 mW of output power with either the 86242C RF Plug-ln
for the 5.910-9.)-GHz range ar the 86250C RF Plug-ln for the
5,91o-12.4-GHz range.
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with the internal leveling option (see Fig. 2). When
used with the HP 8755 Frequency Response Test Set,
no external modulator is required; therefore, full
output power is available for measurements.

Plug-ln Design
As Fig. 3 shows, the basic elements of the new plug-

ins are the YlG-tuned oscillator (YTO) and the GaAs
FET amplifier/modulator. The YTO is tuned by a cur-
rent-induced magnetic field. The YTO driving circuit
has been described in detail elsewhere.l

Power leyeling in the plug-ins is achieved by
sensing the output power with a broadband direc-
ti-onal coupler and detector, comparing this signal to
a level control voltage, and applying the error signal
to a PlN-diode modulator. This modulator is built

into the GaAs FET amplifier.
As Fig. 4 shows RF power leveling is accomplished

by controlling the operation point of the PIN modu-
lator as a function of Vr"rr" and Vr",. Vr"rr" is a voltage
derived by detecting and amplifying a small portion
(-20 dB) of the output signal. Vr", is a reference vol-
tage; its magnitude is determined by the front-panel
power level control.

In the loop, V.u,r" and Vr", are summed, and their
sum is compared to zero volts at the preamplifier.
Any deviation from zero is amplified and used to shift
the modulator operating point, changing Vr"r"" so
that its sum with Vr", is returned to zero.

In externally leveled applications the ALC loop
gain must be adjusted to compensate for variations
in RF coupling ratio and detector speed of response.

A 5.9-12.4-GHz GaAs FET Power Amplifier

The GaAs FET power amplifier in the 86242C and 86250C RF
Plug-lns provides 10-dB gain at 1 00-mW output power and 0-60
dB of attenuation with an input PIN modulator. A single ampli f ier
design covers the ful l  5.9-12.4 GHz range, using f ive 1 - lrm-gate
GaAs FETs produced by HP. Up to now, most GaAs FET design
efforts have concentrated on either low-noise broadband per-
formancel or narrow-band high-power (>1 watt) output.2 This
ampli f ier appears to be the f irst appl icat ion of GaAs FETs in
broadband medium-power ampli f icat ion. The high carr ier mo-
bi l i ty and power eff iciency of the GaAs FET make rel iable sol id-
s ta te  rep lacements  fo r  backward-wave-osc i l la to r  (BWO)
sweepers possible,

Typical input-to-output isolat ion of a GaAs FET at 10 GHz is 25
dB or greater. This property al lows very successful appl icat ion
of uni lateral design approaches;3 that ls, input and output
matching structures are designed with knowledge that they do
not interact significantly.

A simpli f ied input and output equivalent circuit  for the GaAs
FET is shown in Fig. 1. Matching circuits transform the input and
output impedances to obtain broadband matching for gain and
power. The input and f irst interstage matching circuit  are de-
signed for maximum small-signal gain. The second and third
stages, which employ two GaAs FETs in paral lel,  are designed
for maximum large-signal power gain.

Rin Gour
7.5 to 20O 0.06 to 0.1 pF

Gate

Source Source
Oin = 6 lo 20 at 2 GHz eour = .15 to 1 at 2 GHz

=  1 t o 4 3  a t  1 2 G H z  =  1 t o 6 a t  1 2 G H z

Fig. 1. GaAs FET input and output simplified equivalent
circuits.

lmpedances presented to the drain for maximum large-signal
gain were measured with external tuners and large-signal RF
condit ions, Results of these large signal measurements and
other design considerations have been described elsewhere.4

Assembly
Assembly procedures have been established to protect the

GaAs FET f rom mechanical and electr ical damage during hand-
l ing. The GaAs chips are f irst pulse-soldered to a gold-plated
copper pedestal for good heat sinking, input-to-output isolat ion,
and ease of handling during later assembly steps. Sapphire
matching circuits are soldered onto a single carr ier, leaving
space for the FET/pedestal assemblies, Epoxy attachment of
the FET/pedestal assembly to the microcircuit makes it easier to
replace faulty act ive devices. Temporary grounding bonds are
attached to the FET contacts to eliminate the possibility of elec-
tr ical damage by stat ic discharge and transients during sub-
seeuent processes. An assembled 100-mW 5.9-12.4-GHz
GaAs FET amoli f ier is shown in Fio, 2.

Input Interetage Parallel Output
Matching Matching GaAs FETS Matching

Fig.2. 100-mW 5.9-to-12.4-GHz GaAs FET amplifier.
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Fig.3. Major elements of the new RF plug-ins are the YIG-
tuned oscillator and the GaAs-FET amplifier modulator.

With many commercial sweepers the power level
changes when the ALC gain is adjusted, making gain
and power adjustment an iterative procedure. This
problem has been solved in the 86242C and 86250C
by summing Vr"rr" and Vset before the gain control.
Both voltages are attenuated equally, so they main-
tain a constant ratio and produce a constant output
power.

Direct 8755 Modulation
A primary design goal was to allow direct modula-

tion of the instrument when used with the 8755
Frequency Response Test Set. This eliminates the
need for the external modulator normally used in this
application, and as a consequence, makes the full
*17 dBm available to the device under test.

Satisfying this requirement meant that the RF
power would be modulated by the 27.}-kHz square
wave modulation signal produced by the 87554.
The RF power would have to have a minimum on/off
ratio of 40 dB and maintain 40/60 symmetry over the
20-dB range of the power level control.

The design solution makes the loop become a
sample-and-hold circuit during the time the RF
power is blanked. When the RF power is enabled, the
output of the ALC main-amplifier/sample-and-hold
will be the same as before the RF power was blanked,
The PIN modulator current is the same, the RF power
is the same, and the sum of V."1 and Vr"rr" is zero.
Thus the loop can stabilize without having to slew
fast enough to respond directly to the 27.8-kHz
modulation.

FM Driver
The FM driver block diagram is shown in Fig. 5.

The FM input signal is split into high and low-fre-
quency paths. The low-frequency signals are sent to
the YTO driver to allow frequency deviations of up
to -r150 MHz.

The YTO FM coil is driven by a differential cascode
amplifier. This achieves -rS-MHz frequency devia-
tion at a 5-MHz modulation rate, as well as a -r 1.s-dB
small-signal frequency response from dc to 10 MHz.
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The GaAs FET ln Microwave Instrumentation

by Patrick H. Wang

Ever since the GaAs Schottky-barrier-gate FET (GaAs
MESFET) was proposed by C.A, Meadl in 1966, i t  has been
general ly considered the device of the future for microwave ap-
pl icat ions. Init ial  development of the GaAs FET was slow, but
s ign i f i can t  b reak throughs in  fabr ica t ion  techno logy  and
material handling in 1970 and 1971 al lowed real izat ion of the
device's promise, One-micrometre-gate-length MESFETs with
an fr. ,  of 50 GHz and useful gain up to 18 GHz became avai l-
able from various research laboratories.

Today we are seeing what might be cal led a "GaAs FET
revolut ion" in the microwave semiconductor industry, GaAs
FETs with a 3.5-dB noise f igure at 10 GHz for low-noise ampli-
f ier appl icat ions and power GaAs FETs with one-watt output
power beyond B GHz are readily available commercially. Be-
srdes serving as microwave ampli f iers, GaAs FETs are begin-
ning to be used in many novel appl icat ions such as microwave
osci l lators, mixers, modulators, and digital switching.

As a three{erminal microwave device, the GaAs MESFET has
two fundamental advantages over si l icon bipolar transistors.
First,  the GaAs FET is a unipolar device; i ts operation depends
upon majori ty carr iers only, Electron mobil i ty in GaAs is six
t imes higher than in si l icon and peak dri f t  velocity is two
times higher, This gives the GaAs FET a larger transconduc-
tance and a shorter electron transit  t ime, and hence a high
gain at higher frequencies. Second, GaAs FETs are fabricated
on a semi-insulat ing substrate; this greatly reduces parasit ic
capacitances, again improving high{requency performance.
The si l icon bipolar transistor is st i l l  very popular in appl icat ions

Fig. 1. HP TC-300 gallium arsenide field-effect transistor
chip. Scanning electron microscope photo shows 1-pm-
v t i r lo  ^2 la  c l r i ^a

up to 8 GHz, but the GaAs FET has extended the microwave
solid-state frequency range to beyond 18 GHz, while providing
an alternative to the bipolar transistor from 2 to 8 GHz,

Device Design
The HP 86242C and HP 86250C sweepers mark the first use

of the GaAs FET in microwave instrumentation. Each of the new
plug-ins uses f ive Hewlett-Packard TC-300 GaAs FETs,

Fig. 1 is a photograph of the HP TC-300 GaAs FET used in
the 5.9-12.4-GHz ampli f ier. The gate is a 1 x 500-pm aluminum
strip. The gate pad is located on the semi-insulat ing substrate
with negl igible capacitance. The layout is optimized for com-
mon-source operation, with both the drain and source pads
maximized to allow convenient use of mesh and ribbon bonding.

Fig. 2 shows the vertical structure of the FET, A thin (0.37.m),
highly doped (1017 cm-3) n{ype epitaxial layer was grown,
using l iquid-phase epitaxial techniques, on a semi-insulat ing
substrate. The drain and source ohmic contacts were formed by
al lowing Ge-Au into the heavi ly doped GaAs layer, The 1-pm
Schottky-barrier gate was formed in deposited aluminum of
0.7-ptm thickness. A dielectr ic passivation layer was applied
over the active area for protection.

Fig. 3 is an equivalent circuit  of the HP TC-300 FET. At 10 GHz,
the TC-300 has typical maximum available gain of 10 dB and
output power of 17 dBm at the 1-dB gain-compression point.

Fig. 2. Cross seclion of FET geometry.

Rs = 2O Cos = 0.01 pF Ri= ZO

Device Reliability
The l l l -V compound materials are st i l l  relat ively new in the

y. = g.g-i" = 0.04 ej"'(8ns) mho

Fig. 3. GaAs MESFET equivalent crrcuit.

I
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semiconductor industry. Therefore, many people are sus-
picious of GaAs FET rel iabi l i ty, From our extensive rel iabi l i ty
tes t  resu l ts  and f rom reDor ts  f rom o ther  leaders  in  th is
f ield2'3, the device i tself  is very rel iable and an MTBF (mean
time between fai lures) of 106 to 108 hours is expected. Even
though the  ga te  i s  made o f  a luminum wi th  l ine  geomet ry
(1 pm x 0.7 p.m), metal migration should not be a problem
because the gate is not supposed to carry any appreciable
current. Even under heavy RF driving condit ions, the gate cur-
rent can be reduced by a proper negative bias on the gate.
However, because the GaAs FET has a very high impedance at
low frequencies, i t  is more vulnerable to stat ic charge or
transient spike damage. Extreme care must be exercised dur-
ing device handling and test ing, and spike protection circuits
are recommenoeo.
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New Low-Noise GaAs FET Chip

has 25-Milliwatt Output at 10 GIJz

Although the GaAs FET transistor used in the 86242C and
86250C RF Plug-lns is not avai lable commercial ly, a similar
device is avai lable from HP The f irst of a new family of gal l ium
arsenide Schottky-barrier field-effect transistors from Hewlett-
Packard, the HFET-I000 chip has a 14.5-dBm l inear power
output at 10 GHz. Noise f igure at 10 GHz is 3.6 dB typical with
6.9 dB associated gain; maximum available gain at that fre-
q u e n c y  i s  1 1 . 0  d B .

Designed for general use in telecommunications, radar, and
other low-noise ampli f iers in the 2-to-12-GHz range, this new
GaAs FET has a 1-by-500-micrometre gate. The chip is rugged
both mechanical ly and electr ical ly ior easy wire bonding and
die attaching. A scratch and dust resistant layer covers the
active device area.

The HFET-1000 chip shows very good consistency from one
production run to the next. The devices undergo 100o/o visual
inspection and dc test ing.

Fig.5. FM driver splits the FM input signal into high and low
frequencies. Low frequencies go to the YTO driver, high
frequencies to the YTO FM coil.

his ALC circuit design work and coordination of the
86242C125OC production introduction. The original
idea of a differential cascode FM driver was provided
by Steve Sparks. Roger Stancliff provided useful ad-
vice on ALC circuitry. Mechanical design by BiIl
Misson proved cost-effective and easy to assemble.
Dave Eng provided the industrial design. Micro-
circuit package design and fabricated part processes
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